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Outstanding Cinematography For A Multi-Camera Series (Half-Hour)

Bob Hearts Abishola

Olu! I Popped!

Kemi and Chukwuemeka get married.

Bob Hearts Abishola

These Giants Are Flexible

When Bob and Abishola go to New York with Dele for his Juilliard audition, Abishola reconnects with her
brother Ade.

The Conners

Fire And Vice

After the Hardware store burns down, Ben decides he wants to make a big career move ; Becky gets in
over her head working at a women's rehab.

The Conners

Moms And Rats

The Conners grapple with parenthood, dating, financial pressures, aging and in-laws in working-class
America.

Extended Family

The Consequences Of Family Obligations

When Grace and Jimmy Jr. have different events on the same day, the grown-ups must figure out how to
show up to support each kid.

Extended Family

The Consequences Of Loaning Your Dad Money

Jim advises a player on the Celtics to take one of his recent losses less personally, sparking a controversy
that forces the Kearney clan to confront their spiritual beliefs.

Extended Family

The Consequences Of Status

When Trey's high profile gets him out of a speeding ticket, Julia and Jim worry about the message it sends
to their children, causing Trey to try to get another ticket on purpose.

Extended Family

Pilot

Jim, a recently divorced dad, has a mishap with his daughter's beloved pet goldfish and must begrudgingly
seek the help of his ex-wife and her new boyfriend, deepening the bonds of their still-shaping,
unconventional co-parenting arrangement.



Frasier

Reindeer Games

On Christmas Eve, Freddy stretches himself to be there for Frasier, who's coping with Martin's death by
throwing a lavish party, and Eve, who's hiding out at home dealing with her own loss.

How I Met Your Father

Okay Fine, It's A Hurricane

Everyone heads to Pemberton's to weather out the hurricane.

iCarly

iCreate A New Ecosystem

When Gwen comes to town, Carly and Freddie are determined to prove that Millicent has a supportive
ecosystem around her. Spencer mistakenly shares a secret amongst the friend group. He thinks Carly is
pregnant.

Lopez vs Lopez

Lopez vs Confessions

George thinks Rosie's fiancé might be hiding an unholy secret, so he goes undercover to get him to confess
and expose the truth; with wedding bells in the air, Chance puts pressure on Mayan and Quinten about
why they're not married.

The Ms. Pat Show

I'm The Pappy

Ms. Pat juggles the challenge between empathy and being a wary parent when a pregnant teen shows up
on her doorstep hoping her son Junebug will step up and be the baby daddy!

The Neighborhood

Welcome To The Name Drop

Courtney and Marty create a unique gender reveal. Dave helps Calvin assemble a baby gift and a
misunderstanding has everyone confused on what the future baby's name will be.

Night Court

A Night Court Before Christmas

Christmastime at Night Court. Abby recruits Dan to find a child's Santa letter. Gurgs gives Dan an
unexpected gift. A witness believing she's the Ghost of Christmas Present haunts Olivia.

Tyler Perry's Assisted Living

Lights, Camera, Act Son!

Mr. Brown and Efe team up to secretly film a reality show starring the oblivious Pleasant Days residents;
Philip gets a part-time job at a fast-food restaurant but begins to have second thoughts.

Tyler Perry's House Of Payne

True Measures

Calvin's openness with his passwords lands him in trouble with Laura. The dynamics of Professor Louis'
relationship with Jazmine change as he makes a confession. Calvin Jr., on the other hand, is making
Calvin's life difficult.



The Upshaws

Forbidden Fruit

A hot-headed Bernard teaches Aaliyah how to drive, Regina and Bennie find new thrills in sneaky
rendezvous and Lucretia tries to resell gifts for money.

The Upshaws

Girl Trouble

Regina attempts to make good with an old rival for Aaliyah's sake. A heartbroken Tony seeks help from
Bennie as he steps back into the dating scene.

End of Category



Outstanding Cinematography For A Single-Camera Series (Half-Hour)

Abbott Elementary

Career Day Pt. 1

Janine plans a district-wide initiative -- Career Day -- and is anxious for it to be a success; Ava has a new
approach to her job; Melissa is asked a surprising question.

Acapulco

Just The Two Of Us

Maximo learns a hard lesson of how to balance being a manager and friend to the staff at Las Colinas.

The Afterparty

Ulysses

Aniq and Danner move the investigation to Zoe’s family, starting with her free-spirited uncle. His tale is an
epic, global romance.

Based On A True Story

Ted Bundy Bottle Opener

At CrimeCon, a wasted Nathan, Ava, Ruby and Carlos hit the dance floor which morphs into a killing spree
fantasy in Matt’s ecstasy-fueled mind. Dissatisfied with the podcast’s meager downloads, Matt takes public
credit for Dahlia’s death, generating convention buzz for their podcast. Ruby picks up Ava’s dropped burner
phone.

Based On A True Story

Who's Next

Matt shows up at the warehouse with Ava in tow. Feeling empowered, he changes the podcast location and
pitches creative and marketing ideas. Meanwhile, the detectives return to the tennis club and Nathan
reluctantly provides Matt with an alibi the night of Chloe Lake’s murder. The first episode is launched.

The Bear

Forks

Richie stages.

The Big Door Prize

The Next Stage

A small town is forever changed when a mysterious machine appears, promising to reveal everyone's true
potential.

Bookie

Beware The Family Jewels

When a client settles his debts with a bounty of stolen jewelry, Danny and Ray use the baubles to appease
the women in their lives.

Colin From Accounts

Toyota Cressida

Gordon accidentally sends Ashley a dick pic and chases her from a garage sale to a death bed to try and
delete it.



Curb Your Enthusiasm

The Gettysburg Address

Larry sponsors Lori Loughlin at the club, but finds out that she cheats at golf. Larry learns the Gettysburg
address every time he pees, and points out that Sienna Miller always eats fruit when acting. The billboard
for Susie’s caftan business gets tagged with graffiti penises. And business goes up!

Dreaming Whilst Black

The Birth

When Funmi goes into labour, a nervous Maurice is more on edge than ever. Doctors at the hospital refuse
to take Funmi's concerns seriously, and her life may well soon hang in the balance. Kwabena reconsiders
his priorities.

Ghosts

Man Of Your Dreams

Sam learns that one of the ghosts' powers is to enter the dreams of the livings and influence their
decisions. Also, two of the ghosts think they’ve learned the secret to moving on.

Girls5eva

Orlando

The group performs at a fan's nostalgic party where Dawn reckons with the past, Summer looks to right a
wrong, and Wickie runs into an old flame.

The Green Veil

Episode 108

In 1956, Federal Agent Gordon Rogers investigates the reported alien abduction of a Native American
family living in rural Connecticut.

Grown-ish

Grown

Immediately after graduating, Andre must check in on his client’s yacht. His whole crew unexpectedly joins
him on the boat to celebrate. After 6 years of “will they or won’t they?” Zoey & Aaron finally make the big
commitment in front of all their friends.

Hacks

Just For Laughs

In Montreal to receive an award, Deborah finally gets a chance to break out a custom gown that’s been in
her closet for years. Meanwhile, Ava attempts to avoid Deborah, and Jimmy and Kayla hustle to land new
clients.

I'm A Virgo

A Metaphor For What

I'll be ready for the world — and ready for the pain.

Killing It

Predatory

Craig attends an influencer event for the launch of Predator Power Pills and must team up with an
unexpected ally in order to rescue Jillian from the Boones.



Life & Beth

This Soup Is Gonna Be Good

Beth and John look for a therapist that can help them with the communication problems that are cropping
up in their relationship. We visit younger John and put some missing pieces together.

Loot

Space For Everyone

Molly and the Wells Foundation team struggle to live up to her promise to donate the entirety of her vast
fortune. Arthur has a new lease on life.

Never Have I Ever

...Said Goodbye

The last weekend of summer coincides with a festive occasion. On the brink of their new lives, Devi and her
family and friends have a lot to celebrate.

Not Dead Yet

Not Solved Yet

When Nell's latest ghost is convinced that there was foul play involved in his death, Nell is happy to try to
investigate until Lexi inserts herself into the case.

Only Murders In The Building

Opening Night

Charles, Mabel and Oliver race to entrap the killer on opening night. As the musical thrills its Broadway
audience, the trio braves further twists and turns from behind, above and all around the stage.

The Other Two

Cary Pays Off His Student Loans

As Brooke goes to extreme lengths to prove Lance isn’t as selfless as everyone thinks, Cary obsesses over
finding an award-winning role.

Our Flag Means Death

Impossible Birds

While Stede adjusts to his new normal, a heartbroken Blackbeard fills the void with daily raids - sparking
concern amongst Izzy and the crew.

Our Flag Means Death

Man On Fire

As Blackbeard reevaluates his life, Stede revels in his newfound infamy. With some help from Jim,
Oluwande reunites with a hesitant Zheng.

Painting With John

The Night Hunters

John shares his appreciation for his long-time assistant and friend Nesrin… and his epic collection of
luminary toast.

Physical

Like A Rocket

The 1983 LA fitness expo challenges Sheila's eating disorder recovery when it brings her face to face with
her nemesis, the real-life Kelly Kilmartin.



Platonic

San Diego

Will and the guys take Sylvia on a business trip to San Diego. Charlie grows more suspicious about Sylvia
and Will’s relationship.

Reservation Dogs

Deer Lady

Deer Lady sees a glimpse of her past while helping Bear.

The Righteous Gemstones

For Their Nakedness Is Your Own Nakedness

Tired of life in the lap of luxury, Baby Billy pursues a new vocation as gameshow host. The Gemstones host
a cousins’ night for Karl and Chuck.

Shining Vale

Chapter 16: Redemption

An unforeseen chain of events leaves the Phelps's family to make some secret promises and tough
decisions.

Sugar

Starry Eyed

Sugar and Melanie track down Olivia's friend who shares disturbing information about Davy and the Siegel
family. Davy and Kenny dig into Sugar's past. Jonathan Siegel screens a cherished film, but his event is
interrupted tragically.

Ted

Subways, Bicycles, And Automobiles

Ted’s plan to spend Halloween with John is thwarted when Blaire forces him to be her designated driver for
the night; Susan tries to cheer John up by finding him a new friend.

Tires

Sales Contest

To beat Belmont's team in sales and win a gift card, the shop draws in customers with an oil change
special, but Will's upselling attempts fall short.

Twisted Metal

WLUDRV

John Doe, a motormouthed outsider, is offered a chance at a better life, but only if he can successfully
deliver a mysterious package across a twisted, postapocalyptic wasteland.

We Are Lady Parts

The Reason

Lady Parts are thwarted as the label begins to interfere with their debut album; the band reach a breaking
point and boldly decide to reclaim their voice and the greater sisterhood.

What We Do In The Shadows

Exit Interview

The vampires search for a missing Guillermo.



What We Do In The Shadows

A Night Out With The Guys

Nandor and Laszlo have a night out with Sean and his friends. Nadja discovers the source of her bad luck.

What We Do In The Shadows

Urgent Care

When Guillermo is injured, Nadja takes him to Urgent Care. Colin has trouble feeding.

The Wonder Years

Happy Birthday, Clisby

The Williams gather to celebrate Clisby's 75th birthday -- including Bill's brother Melvin and his daughter
Cassie; while Bill and Melvin try to one-up each other for Clisby's approval, Cassie shares big news with
Lillian and Kim.

Young Sheldon

An Ankle Monitor And A Big Plastic Crap House

Sheldon studies to be Meemaw's lawyer when she is put on house arrest, and the Coopers have a plumbing
emergency.

End of Category



Outstanding Cinematography For A Series (One Hour)

Ahsoka

Part Five: Shadow Warrior

Ahsoka confronts her past, while Hera and her allies undertake a rescue mission.

Ahsoka

Part One: Master And Apprentice

A valuable prisoner escapes New Republic custody; a search for answers reunites two old friends.

And Just Like That...

Met Cute

While Carrie questions whether she’s ready for more than a casual fling, Miranda starts to worry her
relationship with Che is only about sex.

And Just Like That...

Trick Or Treat

Carrie has a run-in with a tech entrepreneur. Miranda and Che navigate conflicting schedules. Charlotte
veers into stage mom territory.

Avatar: The Last Airbender

Aang

A young Airbender named Aang discovers he is the new Avatar, master of all four elements. Frozen for 100
years, he awakens into a world at war and must fulfill his destiny with the help of friends Sokka and
Katara, and his flying sky bison Appa.

Avatar: The Last Airbender

Legends

Zhao leads the Fire Nation into the North with a bold plan to weaken the Water Tribe; when the battle
takes a dark turn, Aang enters a powerful state.

Avatar: The Last Airbender

Masks

A desperate Aang visits Avatar Roku for help on his journey as the Fire Nation closes in on him; at their
fortress, a masked intruder breaks Aang out.

Average Joe

You Must Be Joe

As Touch and Pam race to Nicolai's cabin, Jennifer attempts to recruit Arina to their side to save Leon, and
Joe battles Nicolai with everything he's got.

Beacon 23

Purgatory

Harmony, a Personal AI, finds herself imprisoned in a virtual office, interrogated by other AI's. Meanwhile,
Halan, alone on the Beacon, tries to 3D print a ship. Harmony must fight her way out of the virtual office
and find her way back to Halan, before the Beacon is destroyed.



Black Cake

Covey

In the late 1960s, runaway bride Covey disappears into the surf off the coast of Jamaica; in the present
day, Eleanor Bennett loses her battle with cancer, leaving her two estranged children with a flash drive that
holds untold stories of her past.

BMF

Prime Time

Meech and Terry return to Atlanta only to realize the authorities are aware of their recent Miami endeavor.
The brothers work together to salvage their American Dream and everything they’ve worked for with a trip
to Mexico and a plan to expand to other cities, with Miami as a hub.

Bodkin

Empty Your Pockets

The Samhain festival opens old wounds amid hidden threats. As their pursuit of the truth comes to an end,
Dove, Gilbert and Emmy embrace new beginnings.

Bodkin

Peace In Our Time

Gilbert learns about Bodkin's shady dealings. Dove stirs up trouble at the pub. With new evidence, the crew
pieces together a shocking narrative.

Bosch: Legacy

The Lady Vanishes

Maddie’s gone missing, and it’s all hands on deck to find her. Bosch allies with Chandler, Mo, and an old
friend in a race against the clock to save his daughter’s life.

The Brothers Sun

Pilot

A family emergency sends a ruthless killer from Taipei to Los Angeles. Cash-strapped Bruce takes a new
gig. When a crisis erupts, estranged brothers reunite.

The Buccaneers

American Poison

A group of young American heiresses are changed forever when they’re whisked across the Atlantic to
London.

The Buccaneers

Homecoming

The girls return to New York for a grand celebration. Nan seeks answers from her family. James begins to
manipulate Jinny.

The Changeling

First Comes Love

A bookseller from New York meets a librarian from Virginia. They fall in love, marry, have a baby—and
trigger an unimaginable series of events.



The Changeling

Then Comes A Baby In A Baby Carriage

The exhaustion of new parenthood is taking its toll on Emma and Apollo. To make matters worse, Emma
starts getting strange texts.

Chicago P.D.

The Living And The Dead

An ongoing case hits close to home for Voight as Intelligence teams up with a SVU detective to track down
a prolific offender.

Chucky

Dressed To Kill

A lavish Halloween costume ball provides the perfect opportunity for our heroes to infiltrate the White
House and stop Chucky… but the demon doll has other plans.

The Cleaning Lady

Velorio

In the aftermath of Arman's death, Ramona is determined to find out who leaked her plan to the FBI and
exact revenge - but will it be Thony, Nadia, or someone else?

The Crown

Ritz

After a series of strokes, a declining Margaret recalls a wild night with her sister at the Ritz in 1945, and
later celebrates her 70th birthday there.

The Crown

Sleep, Dearie Sleep

The queen gives Charles the green light to wed Camilla; tasked with planning her own funeral ahead of her
80th birthday, she faces an existential crisis.

CSI: Vegas

It Was Automation

The CSI team must determine if a robot is responsible for the death of a victim, meanwhile the lab is
infiltrated by a digital virus.

The Curse

Under The Big Tree

Dougie struggles with a memory lapse while good news for Asher and Whitney is dampened by tensions in
the neighborhood.

Dark Winds

Antigonish

After facing off with a dangerous man, Chee strikes out on his own. Meanwhile, Leaphorn and Manuelito
partner with the sheriff's department, leading Leaphorn to identify a vital clue.

Dead Boy Detectives

The Case Of Crystal Palace

After coming to the aid of a teen medium with a demonic dilemma, Edwin and Charles head to America to
find a missing girl with an unexpected ally.



Death And Other Details

Chilling

Reeling from the truth, Imogene has a choice to make. Rufus writes a second memoir.

Elsbeth

A Classic New York Character

After the loathed co-op board president of a luxury pre-war building falls off her balcony to her death,
Elsbeth and Kaya are called to the scene to dig for a lead when they meet Joann, a high-powered
Manhattan real estate broker.

Elsbeth

A Fitting Finale

When an unlikable fashion photographer is murdered in the middle of a fashion show, Elsbeth and the team
suspect the killer to be either the photographer’s college ex – and leading model of the show, Nadine or her
jealous husband. Meanwhile, Elsbeth’s role at the precinct is thrown into question.

Elsbeth

Pilot

A theater student is found dead in her apartment, Elsbeth suspects foul play and enters a game of wits
against the victim's theater director. Elsbeth must balance her role with the NYPD and her methods to
make her case and uncover the killer.

The Equalizer

DOA

When a former Chinese agent is poisoned and comes to McCall for help, McCall tracks down the
perpetrators and the antidote. Aunt Vi encourages Dee to protest against a well-known climate change
denier.

Fallout

The End

In 2077, Cooper and his daughter Janey endure a nuclear attack; 219 years later, Lucy from Vault 33
marries a raider, seeking her missing father; Maximus becomes a squire, hunting for the Enclave; Howard,
now a ghoul, pursues a bounty alone.

FBI: Most Wanted

Bonne Terre

When a federal judge and his wife are shot dead in New York, the fugitive task force goes on the hunt and
finds a connection to a man who is hours away from being executed in Missouri. Meanwhile, Remy and
Hana both grapple with being single and living alone.

Fire Country

Alert The Sheriff

After a fire camp inmate escapes from Three Rock, the deputy sheriff with a surprising connection to the
Leones, Mickey, is called to investigate.

Foundation

In Seldon’s Shadow

Hari finds himself trapped in a mysterious prison. An assassination attempt leaves Day shaken. Gaal and
Salvor devise an escape plan.



Foundation

King And Commoner

The Empire recruits Bel Riose to investigate the resurgent Foundation. Hari leads Gaal and Salvor to a
desert planet.

Gen V

God U.

Congratulations. You have been chosen for admission to Godolkin University. We're thrilled to be a part of
your journey to discovering what kind of super you are.

The Gentlemen

All Eventualities

Eddie's doubts about Susie continue to grow. But there's 15 million pounds of dirty money to be laundered
before she'll consider leaving the estate.

The Gentlemen

Refined Aggression

When the Duke of Halstead dies, his second son inherits everything, including the title, house and grounds
- plus a whole heap of trouble.

The Gilded Age

Wonders Never Cease

Amidst the biggest event in New York City’s history, Bertha reconsiders her loyalty to the Met. Meanwhile,
an engagement celebration leaves Marian with doubts, Peggy strives to make a difference in Brooklyn,
George strikes a deal with Mr. Henderson and the van Rhijn household reels as Luke’s health deteriorates.

The Gilded Age

You Don’t Even Like Opera

On Easter, Agnes informs Ada, Marian, and Oscar of her nephew Dashiell Montgomery’s arrival in New
York. Needing a change after an emotional visit to Philadelphia, Peggy asks Marian about returning to 61st
Street. Meanwhile, Bertha sidesteps Mrs. Astor to support the Metropolitan Opera House, and Oscar courts
Gladys again.

The Girls On The Bus

The Everydays

After receiving shocking intel, Sadie mobilizes Grace, Lola, and Kimberlyn to help investigate a claim that
could threaten the Democratic nomination.

The Girls On The Bus

Pilot

Needing to prove herself to her bosses, Sadie must favor trade with Liberty Direct News reporter
Kimberlyn to secure a critical interview.

Good Omens

Chapter 4: The Hitchhiker Featuring The Minisode Nazi Zombie Flesheaters

Aziraphale's good deed of picking up a hitchhiker on his way back to Soho, proves to be a serious mistake.
In 1941 Crowley and Aziraphale encounter some surprising adversaries, old and new, as the Nazi spies
who almost entrapped Aziraphale return as Zombies from the dead.



Halo

Halo

The climatic battle for the Halo begins. John makes a fateful choice. Soren and Kwan undertake a rescue
mission. Halsey and Miranda unleash an ancient horror.

Halo

Reach

As the Covenant start their assault on Reach, John, Perez and Silver Team fight an overwhelming enemy.
Keyes rallies the UNSC forces to make a stand while Halsey and Soren form an unlikely alliance.

Hightown

Fall Brook

Tempers boil over and Ray and Alan explode at each other. Frankie learns valuable intel about Osito and
Jackie learns there are even more missing or murdered prostitutes.

Hijack

Draw A Blank

As the UK’s counter terrorism unit learns of Flight KA29, Sam gets involved in a risky plan to take on the
hijackers.

Invasion

Old Friends, New Frontiers

Season Finale. A risky operation is humanity’s best and last hope.

Invasion

Pressure Points

Jamila and the gang reach the hospital and find a surprise. En route to Camp Pierce, the Movement get
caught in a savage attack.

Invasion

Something’s Changed

Mitsuki is taken to an alien ship in the Amazon jungle. Aneesha and her children take refuge with a group
called the Movement.

The Irrational

Reciprocity

Alec is a world-renowned behavioral scientist who lends his expertise to an array of high-stakes cases with
his unique approach to understanding human behavior. Alec and Marisa follow clues leading to the bomber
behind the church explosion. Kylie secures an FBI interview. Phoebe and Rizwan uncover evidence
revealing the truth.

Justified: City Primeval

City Primeval

Fifteen years after Raylan Givens left the hollers of Kentucky, a chance encounter in the Florida swamps
sends him to Detroit and places him on a collision course with a violent sociopath and a formidable defense
attorney.



Law & Order: Organized Crime

Semper Fi

Stabler leans into his military network to search for the source of a Middle Eastern heroin pipeline making
its way to the U.S. Joe Jr. takes drastic action when his brothers try to stage an intervention. Reyes
returns to the squad.

The Lincoln Lawyer

Bury Your Past

The defense rests, and the verdict is in, but Mickey still has more to learn about Lisa; Lorna and Cisco's
wedding plans hit another hiccup.

Loki

1893

Loki & Mobius go on the hunt to find everyone’s favorite cartoon clock as they try to save the TVA.

Loki

Breaking Brad

With the TVA on the verge of a temporal meltdown, Loki & Mobius will stop at nothing to find Sylvie.

Manifest

Final Boarding

The Death Date has arrived. As tensions erupt and revelations emerge, the passengers of Flight 828
reunite and face the unknown together.

Monarch: Legacy Of Monsters

Aftermath

Cate travels to Japan to get answers about her father and uncovers a shocking secret. Keiko, Lee, and Billy
pursue a theory about Titans.

Monarch: Legacy Of Monsters

Beyond Logic

Season Finale. The team struggles to find a way out of Axis Mundi. Kentaro and Tim make an unexpected
alliance.

The Morning Show

The Kármán Line

A bold proposal to shore up a financially-challenged UBA meets with opposition, as Alex and Bradley
discover their autonomy has limits.

The Morning Show

Love Island

Unexpected connections emerge while the world is in lockdown.

Mr. & Mrs. Smith

First Date

Meet the Smiths, John and Jane! Strangers who have given up their identities to be paired off by a
secretive organization, both in espionage and in marriage. Two peas stuck in one pod. But watch out,
there's something amiss for this very first mission. It's John and Jane's: FIRST DATE!



Mr. And Mrs. Smith

First Vacation

John and Jane take a vacation in the Italian Dolomites. Will new hobbies and friendships lead to romance?

The New Look

Nothing But Blue Skies

Coco suffers the consequences of her relationship with Spatz. Christian’s pursuit of Catherine takes a fatal
turn.

The New Look

What A Day This Has Been

Season Finale. Christian’s major decision puts his first fashion show in danger. As Coco confronts her
partners, Spatz threatens her freedom.

9-1-1

Capsized

With each moment becoming critical as the ship is flipped upside down, Athena and Bobby take charge,
seeking methods for rescue while navigating efforts to guide survivors to safety. Hen defies protocols in
her search for Bobby and Athena.

Outer Range

Do-Si-Do

Autumn’s erratic behavior reaches a fever pitch. Royal and Cecilia take matters into their own hands.

Outlander

A Life Well Lost

Jamie races towards Wilmington to rescue Claire from the gallows, only to discover that the American
Revolution has well and truly reached North Carolina.

Palm Royale

Maxine Rolls The Dice

With Norma’s estate going to charity, Maxine’s last shot at the Dellacorte fortune is a conservatorship that
puts her at legal odds with Robert.

Palm Royale

Maxine Saves A Cat

To gain membership sponsors, Maxine must make an impressive splash at a charity auction—but bad
checks and a suspicious bartender hound her.

Parish

Pilot

Desperate to support his family, Gray returns to his criminal roots for one last job. But after things go
sideways, Gray can't walk away. The only way out is through.

Power Book IV: Force

Tommy’s Back

Tommy and Diamond hustle to keep CBI’s game ahead of Jenard’s new faction in the streets, while Tommy
makes solo moves to avenge Liliana’s death.



Quantum Leap

Closure Encounters

Now a government agent, Ben investigates unexplained extraterrestrial activity. After a mysterious incident
in New Mexico, two young girls’ lives are on the line. Ben meets Hannah Carson (Eliza Taylor), who may be
more than she appears.

Quantum Leap

Nomads

When Ben leaps as far as Egypt into an undercover CIA agent caught in a dangerous game of international
espionage, he must move quickly to save a woman’s life.

Reacher

Fly Boy

Reacher and Neagley make a final desperate attempt to save O’Donnell and Dixon, stop A.M. and avenge
their friends’ murder.

Reacher

What Happens In Atlantic City

The investigation into Franz’s murder takes Reacher and the surviving members of his former Army unit to
Atlantic City where the mystery deepens, danger awaits, and an old flame is rekindled.

Renegade Nell

Don't Call Me Nelly

England, 1705: Nell Jackson’s supernatural fighting skills stir up trouble on her return from war.

Renegade Nell

Excuse Me, I'm A Doctor

Nell goes to Newgate Prison to try and rescue Devereux, and Roxy and George meet their Uncle Jack.

The Rookie

The Hammer

The team comes together to celebrate John and Bailey's wedding; Celina discovers a discrepancy in her
case, leading to a new discovery; Lucy and Tim's relationship is put to the test.

Shōgun

The Abyss Of Life

When a mysterious European ship is found marooned in a nearby fishing village, Lord Yoshii Toranaga
discovers secrets that could tip the scales of power and devastate his enemies.

Sho ̄gun

Anjin

Destinies converge in Japan after a barbarian ship washes ashore in a poor fishing village. Meanwhile, in
Osaka, Lord Toranaga finds himself outplayed by his enemies.

Sho ̄gun

Crimson Sky

Mariko arrives in Osaka for the fight of her life. Blackthorne and Yabushige scramble to save their own
heads as their options dwindle.



Silo

Freedom Day

Sheriff Becker’s plans for the future are thrown off course after his wife meets a hacker with information
about the silo.

Silo

The Janitor's Boy

Sims appoints Billings as chief deputy to keep tabs on Juliette, whose efforts to solve two murders lead to
a showdown.

Slow Horses

Footprints

Season Finale. The Slow Horses fight for their lives. Lamb shares some devastating truths with Catherine.

Special Ops: Lioness

The Beating

Joe continues her training with Cruz; her methods are questionable; Cruz starts to build a relationship with
Aaliyah; Kate gets into a fight during her soccer game; Neal must deliver difficult news to a patient.

Star Trek: Discovery

Red Directive

Captain Burnham and the crew of the USS Discovery are sent to recover a mysterious artefact hidden
inside an 800-year-old Romulan vessel, but they discover that they are not the only ones looking for it.

Star Trek: Discovery

Whistlespeak

While undercover, Captain Burnham is forced to consider breaking the Prime Directive when a local
tradition threatens Tilly's life; Culber tries to connect with Stamets; Adira steps up when Rayner assigns
them a position on the bridge.

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Ad Astra Per Aspera

Commander Una faces court-martial along with possible imprisonment and dishonorable dismissal from
Starfleet, and her defense is in the hands of a lawyer who's also a childhood friend with whom she had a
terrible falling out.

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Hegemony

When the Enterprise investigates an attack on a colony at the edge of Federation space, Captain Pike and
the crew face the return of a formidable enemy.

Sugar

Olivia

After solving a case in Japan, private eye John Sugar returns to LA to help find a missing woman with ties
to a Hollywood legend.

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Love Triangle

After a painful revelation, Belly, Jeremiah, and Conrad are trapped in close quarters for the night. Emotions
run high as Belly must reckon with past and present to decide her future.



Superman & Lois

Injustice

Lois and Clark clash with Jordan over his carelessness around using his powers in public. And finally, after
seventeen years behind bars, Lex Luthor is set to be released from prison.

Superman & Lois

What Kills You Only Makes You Stronger

Smallville is coming together, but Lex Luthor emerges from hiding and has prepared his revenge for
anyone he believes has wronged him. Superman must face his biggest battle yet against an unstoppable
weapon created by Lex as the means of his ultimate revenge.

Swagger

Are We Free?

Team Swagger play a game at a youth detention facility, and what they experience will impact their lives
forever.

Swagger

Jace + Crystal

After spending the day together, Jace and Crystal’s relationship reaches a new level.

3 Body Problem

Countdown

Unsettling events put a group of brilliant friends on edge as a mystery unravels with origins tracing back to
China during the Cultural Revolution.

3 Body Problem

Judgment Day

As threat levels rise, a secret mission to retrieve enemy intel ventures into dangerous territory. An
ominous message reaches Earth.

Tokyo Vice

Endgame

As Jake and Katagiri close in on a crucial piece of evidence for their case, Sato prepares for the greatest
power move of his life.

Tokyo Vice

Illness Of The Trade

After a disastrous setback, Sato and Hayama strategize a way forward. Jake and Katagiri pursue their
target – and try not to land in his crosshairs.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Proof Of Concept

If Wright wants to get Jack out alive, compromises must be made. Groundbreaking intel gives the CIA a
chance to prevent a domestic terrorist act.

The Tourist

Episode 1

The man and Helen's trip to Ireland takes a turn when he gets kidnapped by a sadistic group who
remembers his past better than he does.



The Walking Dead: Daryl Dixon

Alouette

Daryl, Isabelle, Laurent, and Sylvie face trouble on the road. Isabelle remembers the day the hungry ones
appeared. Laurent struggles to fit in.

The Walking Dead: The Ones Who Live

Bye

Rick and Michonne must find a way to survive.

The Walking Dead: The Ones Who Live

Years

Rick tries to find his place in a new world.

The Way Home

Long Time Gone

Founder’s Day in Port Haven brings up memories for Del, Alice and Elliot. Kat finds herself caught between
two worlds in her search for answers.

The Wheel Of Time

What Was Meant To Be

Fate leads Rand and the others to an inevitable showdown with their most formidable enemies yet.

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

Beat L.A.

The Lakers face a series of humiliating defeats. Buss fields accusations from Honey, Norm receives
devastating news, and Earvin does his best to win Cookie. Then, when a life-changing event alters
Kareem’s perspective, a newly united team vies for a shot at taking on the Celtics – and Larry Bird.

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

The New World

After Earvin’s record-setting contract reaches the press, resentments flair in the locker room – and extend
to the court. As the Lakers fight for league standing, Buss looks to take his relationship with Honey to the
next level, while Pat questions his role, and Coach Westhead meets an old friend.

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

The Second Coming

In the 1970s, college drop-out Larry Bird fends off offers from Indiana State’s Bill Hodges – and, later,
Celtics’ head coach Red Auerbach. As the ’81-’82 season begins, Earvin pushes Buss for a long-term
commitment, while Coach Westhead risks it all on a key move.

The Witcher

Out Of The Fire, Into The Frying Pan

Haunted by faces from the past, Ciri endures the ultimate test of survival on a desperate journey under the
harshest conditions.

With Love

Christmas Eve

Our happy couples get ready to enjoy Christmas Eve as the big question hangs in the air: which one of
Marta’s grandbabies is gonna get married?!



The Woman In The Wall

Back To Life

When Lorna Brady wakes to find a corpse in her house, she has no idea who the dead woman is or if she's
responsible for the apparent murder.

End of Category



Outstanding Cinematography For A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie

Alice & Jack (Masterpiece)

Are the bonds between us stronger than the forces that would tear us apart? Alice & Jack follows two very
imperfect people who come in and out of each other's lives over the course of sixteen years. A grown-up
story about love's messiness, and the beauty that lies beneath.

All The Light We Cannot See

Episode 4

A hellbent von Rumpel makes his final bid to find the Sea of Flames. As artillery falls and American forces
breach the city, Werner races to save Marie.

American Horror Story: Delicate

The Auteur

Her choices have unknowingly led to deadly consequences, but Anna can still have it all - for a price.

Apples Never Fall

The Delaneys

When Joy Delaney goes missing, her four adult children wonder if foul play is involved while their father
Stan dodges questions. Through flashbacks to their retirement party, the sale of their tennis academy, and
family conflicts, this couple is at odds when an injured young woman knocks on their door.

Baby Reindeer

Episode 4

As Donny reports Martha to the police, it triggers the memory of a traumatic experience he had with a man
he met at the Edinburgh Fringe years before.

Black Mirror

Beyond The Sea

In an alternative 1969, two men on a perilous high-tech space mission grapple with the fallout of an
unimaginable tragedy back on Earth.

The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial

The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial follows a naval officer who stands trial for mutiny after taking command
from a ship captain he felt was acting in an unstable way, putting both the ship and its crew in danger.

The Continental: From The World Of John Wick

Theatre Of Pain

Struggling to put the final pieces of the plan together, Winston's team fractures under dissent and distrust,
but they manage to wage an ingenious all-out assault on the hotel; with the body count rising on both
sides, Cormac cracks under the pressure.

The Crowded Room

Rya

Rya puts her career on the line to investigate a radical new theory.

The Crowded Room

Sanctuary

Rya visits the Ghost House. Danny opens up about his turbulent friendship with Ariana.



Dr. Death

The Fog

Dr. Lasbrey takes Russian ballerina Ulia Tuulik’s stem cells in preparation for her tracheal transplant. Later,
when Lasbrey informs Macchiarini that the biosynthetic tracheas are not viable, he dismisses her concerns.
Meanwhile, Benita cancels their wedding, flies to Italy, and discovers that Macchiarini is a con artist with a
family.

Dr. Death

Worth The Risk

Despite patient Hannah’s death, Benita continues producing Macchiarini’s story. When Benita develops
painful abdominal symptoms, she has emergency surgery. Macchiarini makes promises to a Russian
ballerina who wants the tracheal transplant. Benita accepts Macchiarini’s marriage proposal. As Macchiarini
seeks more patients to secure funding, every rat in the trial dies.

Echo

Maya

The lives of Maya’s family hang in the balance as Fisk’s army invades the Choctaw Nation powwow.

Echo

Tuklo

Maya enlists the help of her disapproving family to take down Fisk’s army. Meanwhile, she begins
experiencing strange visions.

Eric

Episode 1

Vincent's son Edgar has an idea for Good Day Sunshine's new puppet. But, before he can convince his
father, the boy disappears on his way to school.

Expats

Central

Central shifts the narrative away from the entangled lives of expats to spend one fateful Sunday with two
Filipina domestic workers and a disparate ensemble of Hong Kong locals as a massive typhoon descends
upon the city and the 2014 political movement reaches a point of no return.

The Fall Of The House Of Usher

The Raven

In 1980, Roderick and Madeline seize a chance to cement their fortune - for a price. Decades later, the
remaining Ushers reckon with the consequences.

Fargo

Insolubilia

Dorothy "Dot" Lyon, a seemingly typical Midwestern housewife living in Scandia, Minnesota, whose
mysterious past comes back to haunt her after she inadvertently lands herself in hot water with the
authorities.

Fargo

The Tender Trap

Lorraine calls things off, Gator asks questions, Wayne makes a surprising discovery and Indira offers a new
perspective.



Fargo

The Tragedy Of The Commons

A series of unexpected events lands Dot in hot water and she is plunged back into a life she thought she
left behind.

Fellow Travelers

Bulletproof

When the State Department begins investigations into suspected homosexuals, Hawk distances himself
from Tim, who questions his faith. Hawk’s colleague Mary comes under suspicion. Journalist Marcus loses
his job after a dispute with Roy Cohn but is comforted by drag performer Frankie. Needing cover, Hawk
draws closer to Lucy Smith.

Feud: Capote vs. The Swans

Masquerade 1966

In 1966, documentary filmmakers the Maysles brothers capture the events leading up to and following
Truman’s iconic Black and White Ball.

Finestkind

Finestkind tells the story of brothers, who are reunited as adults. Desperate circumstances force the
brothers to strike a deal with a Boston gang. Sacrifices must be made and bonds between brothers,
friends, lovers, and a father and his son are put to the test.

Franklin

Small Revenge

Franklin pays back an insult—and receives the favor of a king. A new lover catches his eye, and an old rival
turns up to thwart him.

Genie

With his life unraveling around him, Bernard dusts off a jewelry box and releases genie Flora, who might
just be able to help him.

Genius: MLK/X

Can You Imagine

Malcolm’s fate is sealed after he criticizes the NOI. Martin’s political views lead to his ultimate sacrifice for
the Movement. The two leaders are assassinated, but their legacies continue to inspire.

Genius: MLK/X

Graduation

Young Martin is influenced by his family and the racial circumstances of the Jim Crow-era South. He
developed community and leadership skills while attending and ultimately graduating from Boston
University. Young Malcolm is taught racial pride.

A Gentleman In Moscow

A Master Of Circumstance

Stripped of aristocratic privilege, Count Alexander Rostov is sentenced to life imprisonment at the Metropol
Hotel; contending with allies and foes alike, it's nine-year-old Nina and her unexpected friendship that
changes his life.



The Great Lillian Hall

Lillian Hall, a beloved Broadway actress, has never missed a performance throughout her long, illustrious
career. Yet in the rehearsals leading up to Opening Night of Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, her confidence
is challenged. People and events conspire to take away her ability to do what she loves most.

Griselda

Middle Management

Griselda hides out in a secure compound and prepares to make her move against the Ochoas; June joins
an elite tactical unit targeting drug traffickers.

Heist 88

A criminal mastermind recruits a group of young bank employees to steal 80 million dollars in one of the
largest bank heists in US history.

The Idol

Daybreak

As Tedros inserts himself into Jocelyn’s life by offering input on her wardrobe and collaborators, Leia brings
her growing concerns to Chaim and Destiny. But when her team suddenly begins to soften toward Tedros,
Jocelyn becomes even more emotionally tethered to him.

Lawmen: Bass Reeves

Part I

Bass rides into hell; Esau makes a violent impression on Bass; Bass escapes his chains but must make a
hard sacrifice.

Lawmen: Bass Reeves

Part VIII

After a waltz with the devil, Bass, Billy Crow, and Sherrill have a dangerous reckoning with Mister
Sundown; trouble ensues for Jennie, Sally, and Esme back at the Reeves' farm.

Lessons In Chemistry

Book Of Calvin

The chapters of Calvin’s life shed light on the mysteries of his past.

Lessons In Chemistry

Little Miss Hastings

Elizabeth, a brilliant but frustrated lab technician in the 1950s, is punished after she’s caught conducting
her own research after hours.

Little Wing

Kaitlyn is reeling from her parents’ divorce and the pending loss of her home. She and her best friend hope
to solve her mother’s financial woes by stealing a valuable bird, but Kaitlyn instead forms a bond with the
owner that leads her to a new outlook on life.

The Lost Flowers Of Alice Hart

Black Fire Orchid

When nine-year-old Alice Hart survives a terrible home fire, she’s taken by her estranged grandmother
June to Thornfield, a remote rural property with vast flower fields and many secrets.



Love In Taipei

A young woman’s cultural immersion program in Taiwan turns out to be a liberating free-for-all known as
Loveboat where unexpected romance leads her to question her future.

A Man In Full

Saddlebags

On the heels of a lavish birthday blowout, Charlie suddenly finds his business empire in jeopardy as those
around him contend with crises of their own.

A Man In Full

The Takedown

A shocking spectacle breeds tensions at Turpmtine. Roger's aspirations to help Conrad take a hit. At a
charity gala, old acquaintances reconnect.

Manhunt

Pilot

President Lincoln is assassinated five days after the Civil War ends. Edwin Stanton, his right-hand man,
finds himself at the aftermath’s forefront.

Mary & George

Not So Much By Love As By Awe

With Somerset keeping George on the backfoot, Mary must find a way to make allies fast and overcome
the Somersets or risk losing everything. Meanwhile, Francis Bacon senses an opportunity to influence
George.

Masters Of The Air

Part Five

Rosie’s next mission signals a significant shift in the 100th’s bombing strategy. Crosby receives a
promotion, but it comes with a high price.

Masters Of The Air

Part Nine

Series Finale. The POWs are marched across Germany—and Rosie makes a gruesome discovery—as the
war comes to its conclusion.

Masters Of The Air

Part Seven

The prisoners of Stalag Luft III attempt to connect with the outside world. Berlin becomes the 100th’s
primary target. Rosie makes a crucial decision.

Masters Of The Air

Part Three

The group participates in its largest mission to date—the bombing of vital aircraft manufacturing plants
deep within Germany.

Monsieur Spade

Episode 3

Spade searches for answers regarding the mysterious young boy that everyone seems to be looking for.
Samir takes him into hiding, but no one knows what to make of his incessant writing. Spade gets a call
from the elusive Philippe.



Mr. Monk's Last Case: A Monk Movie

Coming out of retirement, Adrian Monk, a private detective with obsessive-compulsive disorder, returns to
solve one last, very personal case involving his beloved stepdaughter Molly, a journalist preparing for her
wedding.

A Murder At The End Of The World

Chapter 5: Crypt

Darby confronts her prime suspect only to find the tables turned and an unexpected alliance formed...Until
someone else dies and her own life is threatened.

Música

Música is a coming-of-age love story that follows an aspiring creator with synesthesia, who must come to
terms with an uncertain future, while navigating the pressures of love, family and his Brazilian culture in
Newark, New Jersey.

No One Will Save You

Brynn, a talented woman alienated from her community, finds solace in the home where she grew up until
she’s awakened one night by strange noises from unearthly intruders. The subsequent face-off between
Brynn and a host of extraterrestrial beings threatens her future while forcing her to deal with her past.

Nolly (Masterpiece)

Episode One

Helena Bonham Carter stars as Noele “Nolly” Gordon, one of the most famous faces on 1960s/70s British
TV, whose firing from her hit show was front-page news. An exploration of how the establishment turns on
women who refuse to play by the rules, and a portrait of a forgotten icon.

One Day

Episode 14

2003, 2004, 2007. Unable to contemplate the future, Dexter looks back on his and Emma's intertwined
past - and gets a visit from some familiar faces.

The Other Black Girl

After The Storm

After the blow up with Colin, Nella must decide whether or not to apologize, and whether or not she can
trust Hazel.

The Other Black Girl

They Say I'm Different

Nella meets Hazel, a new coworker at Wagner Books, who may not be exactly what she seems.

Painkiller

Hot! Hot! Hot!

Glen hits rock bottom, Shannon attends a raucous work afterparty, and Edie uncovers damning evidence in
her case against a pharmaceutical giant.

The Perfect In-laws

Audrey goes to meet her husband Xander and his family in his hometown only to learn of the sudden death
of Xander’s father. Audrey begins to suspect that there may be more to her father-in-law’s death than a
simple accident, and Xander’s stepmother, Marelena, may hold the key.



Quiz Lady

Quiz Lady is about a dysfunctional family and the game show which just might be the key to their
salvation.

Red, White & Royal Blue

When the feud between the son of the American President, Alex Claremont-Diaz (Taylor Zakhar Perez) and
Britain's Prince Henry (Nicholas Galitzine) threatens to drive a wedge in U.S./British relations, the two are
forced into a staged truce that sparks something deeper.

The Regime

Don’t Yet Rejoice

With the palace walls now breached, Elena and Zubak find themselves on the run – and seeking help from
an everyday citizen – to evade capture by the rebels. Later, Elena leverages her skills in diplomacy – and
duplicity – in a last-ditch effort to stay in power.

Ricky Stanicky

When three childhood friends pull a prank gone wrong, they invent Ricky Stanicky to get them out of
trouble! Years later, they still use Ricky as an alibi for their immature behavior. When their families
demand to meet Ricky, the trio hire a washed-up actor to bring him to life.

Ripley

V Lucio

Ensconced in a Rome apartment, Tom's perfect life is threatened by the arrival of an unexpected visitor.

Role Play

Emma has a wonderful husband and two kids in the suburbs of New Jersey – she also has a secret life as
an assassin for hire – a secret that her husband David discovers when the couple decide to spice up their
marriage with a little role play.

Scoop

Scoop is the inside account of the journalism that landed an interview - Prince Andrew's infamous BBC
Newsnight appearance. From the tension of producer Sam McAlister’s high-stakes negotiations with
Buckingham Palace, to Emily Maitlis’ showdown with the Prince, Scoop takes us inside the story.

Shooting Stars

The inspiring origin story of a basketball superhero reveals how LeBron James and his childhood friends
became the No. 1 high school team in the country, launching James’ breathtaking career as a four-time
NBA Champion, two-time Olympic gold medalist and the NBA’s all-time leading scorer.

The Sympathizer

Death Wish

A communist mole, the Captain must answer to his South Vietnam Army boss and his CIA handler–and
struggles with his conscience when a comrade is captured. With the fall of Saigon imminent, the Captain
creates a list of evacuees to fly to America and gets a surprising new assignment.

The Tattooist Of Auschwitz

Episode 2

Lali and Gita reconnect and find stolen moments together. He writes love notes to her, and they kiss. Gita
cuts herself while working at the clothing warehouse and the cut becomes infected. Lali’s friend Houstek is
in despair without his wife, and he deliberately runs away to seal his fate.



Them: The Scare

The Box

Will Dawn discover the truth in time to stop the killer… or become his final victim?

Them: The Scare

One Of Us Is Gonna Die Tonight

Evil comes home to roost.

Totally Killer

When the infamous Sweet Sixteen Killer returns 35 years after his first murder spree to claim another
victim, 17-year-old Jamie (Kiernan Shipka) accidentally travels back in time to 1987, determined to stop
the killer before he can start.

True Detective: Night Country

Part 6

In the midst of a brutal storm, Danvers and Navarro find themselves stuck at Tsalal with no electricity or
means of contact. As the truth about what happened to Annie and the Tsalal men unfolds, Navarro and
Danvers each confront the demons from their past.

Under The Bridge

Looking Glass

In 1997, on a quiet island in BC, fourteen-year-old Reena Virk attends a party and never returns home.
Her disappearance intrigues a novelist returning to her hometown, who finds herself drawn into the hidden
world of the teen suspects.

Upgraded

Ana is an ambitious intern dreaming of a career in the art world, while trying to impress her demanding
boss. When she's upgraded to first class on a work trip, she meets Will, who mistakes Ana for her boss– a
white lie that sets off a glamorous chain of events.

The Veil

The Camp

Imogen visits a refugee camp in the remote mountains on the Turkish and Syrian border. Amongst the
chaos, she seeks out Adilah, who has been separated and detained from the rest of the refugees.

The Veil

The Cottage

Imogen smuggles Adilah to England to see Michael, in the hope that answers will finally be given. Max and
Malik must work together and follow as her only back up.

We Were The Lucky Ones

Radom

The Kurc family celebrates Passover in Radom, Poland. One year later, the onset of World War II forces a
devastating separation.

End of Category


